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•

Surfing in the academic social media creates more friendly relationships. Online programs
enable instructors to feel closer to the learners who are mainly from younger generation and have
boundary barriers. Many students are reluctant to ask questions in the classroom environment.
Yet, they become more interactive in the social media.

•

It facilitates prompt and reliable surveys. Moreover, surveys, reviews, audits, and assessments
are easily performed by vote robots in such platforms. While the results of those investigations
are more reliable and acceptable due to the fact that it is shown in front of the participants’ eyes.

•

It keep users abreast. Considering the constant evolving medical world, one cannot keep pace
with this information explosion. An average book takes anywhere from 1 to 3 years to be
published. By then, it may require revision due to rapid updates in the medical fields. Whereas,
learners can access new updates by simply search in the related sites and apps.

•

It does not require traveling thousands miles away for education. Traditionally, a discussion
panel only takes place physically in the morning reports, journal clubs, and designated places or
times. Though, a group chat with colleagues in similar profession via social media is practical
with no such limitations.

•

It is a decent tool for assignments. Tasks could be posted online by the faculty members. Some
apps enable professors to save a draft of the created task and schedule it to be published at a later
time. The students can submit their completed work using the same method.

•

There is a few disadvantages using social media for educational drive as well. It requires
knowledge of information technology (IT), verification by the subscribers, ability to locate
similar professionals. Other likely barriers are internet crash, and time consuming trust forming.

•

Insufficient information technology (IT) knowledge for older generation faculties could be a
challenge and make them uneasy using cyberspace for the educational purposes.

•

Verification by the subscribers is essential when using a public source. The chief drawback of
social media is that a scientific subject can be broadcasted anonymously or by an individual
without proper scientific knowledge. Mainly, there is no systematic moderation and control over
the distribution of the incorrect posts. Unprofessional administrators may misguide the users.
Supposedly, most social media should follow specific regulations; for example they are forced
to remove incorrect information when reported by the users. Could these regulations guarantee
accurate data throughout a network? Needless to say that even a classroom setting is never
flawless and immaculate. Even though, this seems to be a big issue, usually physicians and
pharmacists have the vision to distinguish and use more creditable and reliable sources.

•

Reaching out the professionals in the same field is sometimes requires long period of time
for both instructors and students. The question is how these newer approaches can be utilized
efficiently to create a connection amongst the members to connect to the tutorial presented.

•

Internet crash or absence of internet access in some areas should not be underestimated.

•

Building trust may be slow and time consuming. Interactive debate in a group with a specific goal
starts only if the members are certain about the credibility of the professionals. Consequently, it
will last longer and lead to much more learning chances.
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Social methods are considered a favorable tool even for younger students. Social media sites are
applied by school teachers around the world such as Twiducate, Twitter, Skype, Blackboard, Wiki
Classrooms, Edmodo and MinecraftEdu. Many have added features as video games to engage
students further.
Several social media play major roles in professional communications. LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram and Telegram messenger are the most powerful and popular social podium amongst
pharmacists and physicians in many countries.
For example, LinkedIn is a professional application and database with over 25 million members
who are mostly male and university graduates. Instagram is a content sharing platform containing
inspirational pictures and short videos that can give informational messages, useful for a quick view.
Telegram messenger has become a dominant and inevitable element of Iranian university students’
lives in the recent years. However, the number of Iranian pharmacists, or medical affiliates who use
this media for learning and education has not been documented yet.
To summarize, in the fast growing medical era, it is not realistic nor just to deprive students and
professionals from this mind-blowing technology. The positive aspects weigh more than the negative
ones.
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